We investigate the subgraph homeomorphism problem in which one would like to determine whether a fixed pattern graph is hcmeomorphic to a subgraph of an input graph. We show that for every fixed pattern graph, there is a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the problem if the input graphs are restricted to reducible flow graphs.
i. Introduction For a fixed pattern graph H, the subgraph homeomorphism problem (SHP) with respect to H asks to determine whether H is homeomorphic to a subgraph of an input graph G.
The graphs G and H are either both directed or both undirected.
There are many graph properties for which the recognition problems can be reduced to the SHPs. For example, the recognition problem of planar graphs can be reduced to the SHP with respect to K 5 and K3,3 ' and that of series-parallel graphs can be reduced to the SHP with respect to K 4 [2] . The SHP arises also in the study of program schema. In fact, many schema properties are characterized by the presence or reachability of certain substructures [7] .
"Homeomorphism" between H and a subgraph of G is defined in terms of two mappings h I and h2: h ! from vertices of H to vertices of G, and h 2 from edges of H to pairwise disjoint paths in
G.
If we are concerned with only homeomorphisms with h I specified a priori, then we refer to the SHP as the fixed SHP. This restricted problem can be viewed as the problem of deciding whether there is a set of disjoint paths connecting the specified vertices of G.
In the When it comes to directed graphs, however, the fixed SHP is known to be NP-complete even if the pattern graph consists of exactly two disjoint edges [3] .
This implies that the fixed SHP is NP-complete if a pattern graph contains at least two disjoint edges [3] .
In this paper we first present a polynomial-time algorithm for reducible flow graphs to solve the fixed SHP with respect to the pattern graph consisting of only two edges. Extending the algorithm, we next give a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the (fixed) SHP with respect to any pattern graph H for reducible flow graphs.
Definitions
Let G=(V,E) be a directed graph, where V is a finite set of vertices and E is a subset of VxV, each member of which is called an edge.
For an edge (x,y), vertex x is called its initial endpoint and y its terminal endpoint. Edge (x,y) is said to leave vertex x and enter vertex y. We say that x is a predecessor of y, and y is a successor of x. A path P of length k-i from x I to x k is a sequence of vertices (x I .... ,Xk) with (xi,xi+l) £ E for l!i ! (ii) If T 1 is applied to vertex n with the loop (n,n) and they are replaced by a new vertex n', then n' represents region (V',E'UE"),where (V',E') is the region represented by n, and E" is the edge set represented by (n,n).
(iii) If T 2 is applied to n I and n 2 with edge (nl,n2) and they are replaced by a new vertex n, then n represents region (nl,n') and (n2,n') are replaced by edge (n,n'), then (n,n') represents the union of the two sets represented by (nl,n') and by (n2,n').
The following lemma is implicit in [6] .
Lemma i. Let F=(V,E,s) be a flow graph. Let F' be a flow graph formed at some stage of the reduction of F.
(i) Let n be a vertex of F'. If n represents (V',E~), and (nl,n2) E', then nl~V' and n2~V'(that is, (V',E') is a graph).
(ii) Let n I and n 2 be (not necessarily distinct) vertices of F' and (nl,n2) an edge of F'. If n I and n 2 represent (V',E') and (V",E") respectively and (n3,n 4) belongs to the set represented by (nl,n2), then n3~V' and n4~V". A parse of a reducible flow graph F is a sequence of T 1 and T 2 which are applied to F until the limit graph results. Formally it is defined to be a sequence of four-tuples (Tl,U,V,S) and five-tuples (T2,u,v,w,S) as follows, where u,v, and w are vertices of F, and S is a set of edges of F.
(i) The parse of a flow graph consisting of a single vertex is an empty sequence.
(ii) If F' is reduced to F" by an application of T 1 to vertex u with loop (u,u), and u is replaced with a vertex v in F", then (Tl,U,V,S) followed by a parse of F" is a parse of F', where S is the set of edges represented by edge (u,u) eliminated from F'.
(iii) If F' is reduced to F" by applying T 2 to edge (u,v), and u and v are replaced with a new vertex w, then (T2,u,v,w,S)
followed by a parse of F" is a parse of F', where S is the set of edges represented by edge (u,v) of F'.
Generally the parse of a flow graph is not unique. ~F=(T2 ,n 2,n3,n 5 ,{ (n 2 ,n3)} ),
(Ti,n5 ,n 6 ,{ (n3,n2)}),
(T 2,n 6,n 4,n 7,{ (n 3,n 4 )' (n 2,n 4 )} ),
(T2,nl,n7,n8,{ (n l,n2)}),
(Tl,n8,n9,{ (n 4,nl)})
According to I F one can form larger and larger regions by combining smaller regions as illustrated in Fig. 3 . where R is the region represented by the new vertex n. We say that R is formed by applying T 1 to R', or R' is expanded to R. illustrates the combination of two regions by T2, where R is the region represented by the new vertex n. We say that R is formed by applying T 2 to R' and R" , or R' and R" are combined to be R.
R' ~7"2 ~R
R!' 4. An al~orithm to solve the two disjoint paths problem
The fixed SHP with a pattern graph consisting of two edges is reduced to the two disjoint paths problem. In this section we give an algorithm to solve the two disjoint paths problem for reducible flow graphs. To begin with, we define three propositional functions 1 2 2 AR(nl,n2), AR (nl,n2,n3,n4) and BR(nl,n2,n3,n4,n5) for region R, where nl,n2,n3,n4, and n 5 range over all the vertices of R.
Definition i. Let F be a flow graph, R=(VI,EI,h) a region of F. 1 (a) A~(nl,n2)=TRUE iff there is a path in R from n I to n 2.
(b) A~(nl,n2,n3,n4)=TRUE iff there are two disjoint paths in R such that one runs from n I to n 2 and the other from n 3 to n 4. 2 (c) BR(nl,n2,n3,n4,n5)=TRUE iff there are three pairwise disjoint paths in R such that one runs from n I to n 2 , another from n 3 to n 4 , and the other from h to n 5. 2 In terms of AR(nlwn2,n3,n4), our aim is to compute the value of 2 AR(Sl,tl,s2,t2) for a given flow graph F with specified vertices s I, tl, s2, and t 2. Our algorithm computes the values of these functions recursively for larger and larger regions, using Lemmas 3 and 4. Note that A (n,n) =AR(n,n,n,n)=BR(n,n,n,n,n)=TRUE if region R consists of a single vertex. Fig. 4 .) Then, 1 1 2 n') AR(nl,n2)=AR,(nl,n2 )+ Z AR,(hl,n2,n I, , n'~M 2 AR(nl,n2,n3,n 4) ....
Lemma 3. Let R=(V,E,h) be a region formed by an application of T 1 from region R'=(V,EI,h ). (See
2 =A R, (nl,n2,n3,n 4) 2 n' ×((n'=n3)+ ×(n'~n I) ) + E BR, (nl,n2,n 3, ,n 4) (n'~n 3) x(n'~n 2) n~S x ((h=n4) + (h~n4) x (h~nl) ×(h~n2) ) 2 n' ×((n' + ×(n'~n3) ×(n'~n4)) + Z BR,(n3,n4,n I, ,n 2) =n I) (n'~n I) n'eS x((h=n2)+(h~n2)x (h~n 3) ×(h~n4)) 2 n ' n" + Z A R, (n I, ,n 3, ) x(n2=n 4) n',n"~M × ((n'=nl)+(n'/nl)×(n'#n3) ×(n'~n"))
x ((n.,=n3)+(n,~n3)x (n-~nl) ×(n'~n")) , and ---(2) 2 2 BR(nl,n2,n3,n4,n5)=BR , (nl,n2,n3,n4,n 5) , .... Proof. We first establish the formula (i).
Suppose that the left-hand side of (i) is TRUE, that is, there is a simple path from n 1 to n 2 in R. Then there are two cases : (i) the path is also in R', and (ii) it is not in R'. In the former case, the first term of the right-hand side of (i) is TRUE. In the latter case, the path must contain an edge in E-E 1 . Therefore there are two disjoint paths in R', one running from n I to one of initial endpoints of the edges in E-E1, and the other from the header of R' to n 2. In this case, the second term becomes TRUE. It is obvious that if the right-hand side of (i) is TRUE, then the left-hand side is TRUE. Thus the formula (i) holds.
We next verify the formula (2). Suppose that the left-hand side of (2) is TRUE, that is, there are two disjoint paths in R, one running from n I to n 2 and the other from n 3 to n 4. Then we have four cases : (i) these paths are also in R', (ii) the path from n 3 to n 4 contains an edge in E-E 1 and the other does not,
the path from n I to n 2 contains an edge in E-E 1 and the other does not, (iv) both of the two paths contain edges in E-E 1 . In the case (i), the first term of the right-hand side of (2) is TRUE. In the case (ii), there must be three pairwise disjoint paths in R' such that one runs from n I to n2, another from n 3 to a vertex n' that is an initial endpoint of an edge in E-E1, and the other from the header of R' to n 4. Furthermore, if n'~n3, then n' can be neither n I nor n 2, and if h~n 4, then h can be neither n I nor n 2. In this case, the second term of (2) is TRUE. By an argument similar to above, the third term is TRUE for the case (iii) and the fourth term for the case (iv). It is obvious that if the right-hand side of (2) is TRUE, then the left-hand side is TRUE. Thus the formula (2) holds.
Finally, we can easily verify the formula (3) from the fact that h is the terminal endpoint of each edge in E-E 1 .
Q.E.D.
Lemma 4. Let R=(V,E,hl) be a region formed by applying T 2 to two regions R'=(V~,E],h]) and R"=(V2,E2,h2). (See Fig. 5 .) (We abbreviate 2 1 2 and A (nl,n2), AR(n ,n ,n3,n4) and BR (nl,n2,n3,n4,n5) to AR, A R BR, respectively.) Let n.i ,i(i<5 , be verticies in V , and M the set of initial endpoints of the edges in E-EI-E 2. Then, 1 1 (a) A R1 is computed from AR, and AR,, as follows F Case I: nl,n2~V I. 1 1 AR(n l,n 2)=A R, (n l,n 2)-Case 2: nl,n2eV2. 1 1 AR(nl,n2)=AR . (nl,n 2) • Case 3: nl~V 1 and n2=_V ~.
Al(nl,n2) =( Z AR, (nl,n')) . n'~M Case 4: n2~V 1 and nl~.V 2. A 1 ( n I , n 2 ) =FALSE. 2 2 AR=A R, (nl,n2,n3,n4). 2: nl,n2,n3,n4~V 2.
2 2 AR=AR,, ( n I , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) . 3: nl,n2,n3~V 1 and n4~V 2.
" 2 2
AR= Z AR, (nl,n2,n3,n) n'~_S x ((n,=n3)+(n,~n3) x(n,/nl)× (n,/n2)). 4: nl,n3,n4eV 1 and n2~V 2. Similar to Case 3. 5: nl,n~V I and n~,n4~V 2.
2 ~i " ~ I-AR=A R, (nl,n2)XAR. (n3,n 4) , 6: n3,n4~V 1 and nl,n2~V 2. Similar to Case 5. 7:2nl~VlA =~ and n2'n3'n4-~, x v2"2 Z Al,(nl,n )) AR,,(h2,n2,n3,n 4) n' ~M x ((h2=n2) + (h2~n2) x (h2~n 3) ~ (h2~n 4) ) . Case 8: n3¢V 1 and nl,n2,n4sV 2. Similar to Case 7.
Case 9: nl,n3~V 1 and n2,n4~V 2. 2 2 n,,n3,n,, ) AR= Z AR,(n I, x(n2=n4=h2 ) n',n"~M x((n'=nl)+(n'~nl)× (n'~n3)x(n'~n")) x((n"=n3)+(n"gn3)× (n"~nl) x(n'~n")). Case 10: otherwise.
A~=FALSE. 2 is computed as follows. (c) B R Case l:2nl~n2,n3,n4,n5~V I.
BR=BR,(nl,n2,n3,n4,n5)-Case 2:2nl~n2,n3,n4,n5~V 2.
BR=BR,,(nl,n2,n3,n4,n 5) × ( (h2=n 5) + (h2~n 5) × (h2~n I) × (h2~n 2) ~(h2~n3)× (h2~n 4) ).
(8)
(ii)
Case 3: n.,n~,n.,n5~V 1 and n2~V 2.
-2 ± J 24 BR= 7 BR, (nl,n,,n3,n4,n5) n'~M × ((n'=nl)+(n'~nl) x(n'~hl) ×(n'~n3)× (n'/n4)× (n'~n5)).
(17) Case 4: nl,n2,n3,n5~V 1 and n4~V 2. Similar to Case 3. Case 5: nl,n2,n3,n4=.Vl and n5eV 2. Similar to Case 3.
Case 6: n3,n4,n5~Vl and nl,n2eV 2.
2 2 1 BR=AR, (hl, n5,n 3, n4)x AR, , (nl, n2) .
(18) Case 7: nl,n2,n5eV 1 and n3,n4eV 2. Similar to Case 6. Case 8: nl,n3,n5eV 1 and n2,n4~V 2. 2 2 .... x BR= Z B R, (nl,n ,n3,n ,nsJ (n2=n4=h 2) n' ,n"~M x((n'=nl)+(n'~nl) x(n'6hl)X(n'~n3)×(n'~n5) x(n'~n")) x((n"=n3)+(n"~n3)x (n"~hl) x(n"~nl)x (n"~n5) ×(n'~n")).
(19) Case 9: nl,n3,n4~V 1 and n2,n5=_V 2. Similar to Case 8. Case 10: nl,n2,n3eV 1 and n4,n5~V2. Similar to Case 8.
Case ii: n3,n4~V 1 and nl,n2,n5~V 2. 2 2 , , BR= 7, AR, (hl,n ,n3,n4)x ((n =hl)+(n'~hl) x(n'~n3)~ (n'~n4)) n'~M ×AR,, (nl, n2, h2,n5) x ((h2=n5) + (h2~n5) × (h2~nl) x (h2~n2) ).
(20) Case 12: nl,n2EV 1 and n3,n4,n5eV 2. Similar to Case ii. Case 13: n3,n5~V 1 and nl,n2,n4~V 2. Similar to Case ii. Case 14: nl,n5~V 1 and n2,n3,n4eV 2. Similar to Case ii. Case 15: n V 1 and n2,n4,n5~V 2. 2 n'") x BR= , (nl,n' ,n3,n", (n2=n4=n5=h2) n' ,n" ,n' "~M x((n'=nl)+(n'~nl) ×(n'~hl)×(n'/n3)× (n'~n")~ (n'~n"')) x((n,=n3) + (n,,~n3) x (n,,~hl) × (n,,~nl) x (n"~n') × (n"~n" ' ) ) ×((n .... hl) + (n" '~hl) x (n" ' ~nl) x (n" '~n2)× (n" '~n' ) × (n"~n" ' ) ) . (21) Case 16: n~eV 1 and nl,n2,n3,n4eV 2. 2 BR=AR, (nl,n2,n3,n4) .
(22) Case 17: otherwise.
B2=FALSE.
Proof.
Omitted.
Now we proceed to construct an algorithm to solve the two disjoint paths problem.
We employ a 2-dimensional array Al(nl, n2), a 4-dimensional array A2(nl,n2,n3,n4 ) and a 5-dimensional array B2 (nl,n2,n3,n#,n5 ) , and each element of these arrays has a value of 1 AR(nl,n2), A~(nl,n2,n3,n4) or B2(n ,n2,n ,n ,n ) with respect to a Method:
Step 1. ~ 6---H F" For each vertex n~V, A2(n,n,n,n) e---TRUE, B2(n,n,n,n,n) e---TRUE, Al(n,n) (---TRUE.
Step Step 4.
Step 3 Step 5. If A 2 "YES" (sl,tl,s2,t2)=TRUE, then output otherwise, output "NO". Halt.
Theorem i.
There exists an algorithm of time complexity O(n5e) to solve the two disjoint paths problem for reducible flow graphs, where n is the number of vertices and e is the number of edges in a flow graph.
Proof. It is known that there is an algorithm of O(e log e) for finding a parse of a reducible flow graph [ii] , and it is easy to show that the time complexity of algorithm A 2 is O(n5e).
Algorithms to solve the SHP and the fixed SHP
In this section we construct an algorithm A k to solve the k disjoint paths problem. As stated in the Introduction, the fixed SHP for any pattern graph with k edges can be reduced to this problem.
Since one can easily extend the algorithm A 2 to the case for the problem above, we give only the outline and omit the details.
We define k+l propositional functions as follows: for each j (l!j!k), A~(nl,n 2 ..... n2j)=TRUE iff there are j disjoint paths in R such that each path runs from n2i_l to n2i for all i k (l(i(j); and BR(nl,n2,...,n2k+I)=TRUE iff there are k+l disjoint paths in R such that one runs from the header of R to n2k+l and each of the others runs from n2i_l to n2i for all i k (l(i(k). 
